CIRCULAR No #050/GEN

Date: 26.07.2021

To,
All Member Industries of DCCIA Pune.

SUBJECT: Road Renovation work from Nagar road Highway to AM/NS
India Sanaswadi.
Dear Members,
As you are aware about the initiative being taken DCCIA & Arcelor Mittal Nippon
Steel India Ltd with support from all concerned member industries, which are using
the road from Kalyani forge, Nagar road towards Sanaswadi, regarding road renovation
work from Highway (Kalyani forge) to AM/NS India company gate.
We are enclosing herewith NOCs from respective Grampanchayts of SANASWADI,
DINGRAJWADI and KOREGAON BHIMA with regards to above road renovation work.
We will like to inform all the concerned industries that the above road renovation work
is scheduled to commence shortly. Quite obviously this will result in some disturbance
for said Industries as the movement of transport and man power will be affected to a
certain extent since there is no alternate road available for vehicle & material
movement of such industries. Keeping this in mind, we are planning to work in a phased
manner by renovating one side of road at one point of time. Though it may result in
longer time for completion of work but this will ensure that part of the road (about 50%
area) is always available for movement of men and material.
We request all the affected industries to co-operate in our endeavour which is
ultimately for your benefits. Accordingly, please plan suitably to handle the issue of
traffic congestion during the road renovation work for efficient management of your
transportation of men and material.
Some of the measures which we will like to suggest to affected member industries are as
under:1. Use alternate road if possible during progress of road renovation work.
2. Inform concerned agency to take care of water pipelines, Telephone lines, Electrical
HT cables (MSEB) passing through the road (underground) for expeditious repair in
case of any damage due to unavoidable circumstances.
3. Inform suitably to employees, visitors / Guests to use alternate roads from
Sanaswadi, Wadagaonthan etc.
In case you have any suggestion/ query in this regard please feel free to contact
undersigned.
Thanks Regards.
For Deccan Chamber Of Commerce Industries & Agriculture Pune.

Darshana Ahirekar
Business Development Manager

